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Release Notes                 October 13, 2021 
 

This deployment may include new features, bug fixes, security enhancements, and data migration related 

issues.  The below list contains all the items that will go to Production on 10.13.21.  

 

[Business Enhancement] Update Restock Stock by Item and Incomplete Restocks tab to be paginated with a 

maximum of 10 per page to make it easier for Users 

[Business Enhancement] On Restocks page the filters should persist when clicking the back button after 

viewing a Restock so they don’t have to be reset 

[Business Enhancement] Address various UI fixes on charts and tables in Analytics 

[Business Enhancement] Add a notification on the Analytics page that data excludes Rental Products  

[Business Enhancement] In accounts with the setting to not require ICD10 codes enabled, hide the ICD filters 

on the main dashboard, PA tab and the Missing ICD10 tab from view since they aren’t needed 

[Business Enhancement] If a PA is missing the Provider, show a Missing Provider note on the Medical 

Information Section and add a Set Provider option under the Provider Signature section 

[Business Enhancement] Update Analytics downloads for all charts and tables to CSV 

[Reports] Update the column order on the Inventory Value report so product information is group together 

[Operational Enhancement] Update the Ready for Billing PA total query on the main dashboard to exclude 

For Follow Up PAs 

[Operational Enhancement] Remove the Delete option from Stock Records on the Restock Stock by Item tab 

so it isn’t accidentally deleted. Hide Delete option from Stock Records for OC Users  

[Operational Enhancement] Add the ability to inactivate Billing Channels 

[Operational Enhancement] Update the Manufacturers views to Bootstrap4 

[Operational Enhancement] Move the retry of generating PDFs to the PatientAgreementPackage generation 

and pause between retries to prevent Document Generation Failed errors 

[Future Functionality] VCRS add a new account flag on the Account page to enable a suffix  

[Future Functionality] VCRS update IDs to include the suffix 

[Future Functionality] VCRS update the Purchase Order Serializer and Check_Status to append the suffix 

[Future Functionality] VCRS the tracks API endpoint need to be updated to accept suffixes 

[Future Functionality] PAM add a new Partner ID field on Account Groups 
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Release Notes Cont.                                    October 13, 2021 

 

[Bug Fix] The chevron arrows on the Rental History section of a Rental product show page is misaligned 

[Bug Fix] Address VeriPro Dashboard UI fixes 

[Bug Fix] On iPad in portrait view, the Provider Batch Signature section is wrapping below the Incomplete 

section causing users to miss it 

[Bug Fix] PDF Claim Package attachments have a large top margin pushing the image down the page 

[Bug Fix] Patient name on the top of the PA should update without page refresh upon edit 

[Bug Fix] Users with External Clinical Specialist role cannot see the Archive button on PAs  

[Bug Fix] The filters are not working on the Users list page in Accounts 

[Bug Fix] The Help Ticket modal does not close after submitting the ticket 

[Bug Fix] Address issues on iPad in portrait view on the Inventory Usage index and Add Usage show pages 

[Bug Fix] The Note bubble icon is getting duplicated on the Satellite Restocks tab 

[Bug Fix] Setting filters on the PA Status report page and clicking Download after seeing the Date Range error 

message is causing a page refresh defaulting filters causing User confusion 

[Chore] Add new ICD10 codes 

[Chore] Remove Account.current_id from inventory location model 

[Chore] Dependabot updates 

 


